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ON SYSTEMS OF I~INEAR INEQUALITIES OVERIRn.

L~.R.J. WESTERMANN.

This paper surveys a part of the theory of linear inequalities; it

contains also several new results and known results by means of ~ew

methods; it is therefore not a survey paper in the usual sense. A few basic

lemmas and theorems of clear intuitive significance play a dominant role.

blore attention is paid to geometric and algebraic aspects then to those of al-

goritYimic, nature. Apart . from the introduction, proofs are given. The

following list will give an idea of the problems which are dealt with.
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1, INTRODUCTION.

1.1. GENERAL REMARKS

The general reference scheme islRn, with the usual notations as

(...,...) for innerproduct, II,,,II form norm, ...1 for orthogonal complement,

and so on. An extensive treatment of linear inequalities, even over an

general ordered field, gives TSCHERNIKOV [42]; KY FAN, [12], studies also

systems with an infinite number of unknowns. The litterature on the theory of '

linear inequalities in itself is rather meager as compared with the vast amount

of studies which raise the subject in connection with optimization or with

convexity theory, e.g. We mention on the one side STOER and WITZGALL, [1}1],

IiADLEY ,[ 20 ], KUHN and TUCKER ,[ 30 ], ROCKAFELLAR ,[ 39 ], and on the other

side EGGLESTON, [11], VALENTINE, [~31, GRUNBAUM, [181, and KLEE, [~5]. These

contain all more or less extensive bibliographic indications.

Some of the theorems we encounter here in dealing with linear

inequalities overIRn have a far further reaching significance, such as the

Hahn:Banach theorem and the Krein-Millman theorem, cf. STOER and WITZGALL,

[~~1], In this respect we mention duality concepts and the fundamental

iiotions with respect to cones, cf. GALE, [15 ], KOTHE, [271 , GIRSANOV, [17 ],

KRASNOSEL' SKII , [2a ] , and ZARANTONELLO , [49 ] .

Application of the theory of linear inequalities show up in geometry,

optimization theory, theory of games, mathematical economics, (ordered)

topological vector spaces and approximation theory.

1.2. PRELIMINARIES ON LINEAR AND CONVEX ALGEBRA.

IR} denotes the non-negative orthant oflRn, i.e. the set of all

x E IRn such that x. ~ 0, j- 1(1)n. For x,y E 1Rn we write x? y, x ~ y iff~ - -
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x. ' y., x. ~ y., j- 1(1)n, respectively and x~ y iff x? y n x~ y.
J - J J J - -

A real matrix A is called non-negative iff all its entries are ~ 0, denoted

by A ~ 0.

Let {v1,v2,...,vp} a set of vectors fromlRn; the Zinear combinat.ion

a~v1 f~2v2 f... f a v is called afftine; posittive; convex iff ~1 t~2 }P P
... t a - 1; ai ~ 0, i- 1(1)P~ a1 t a2 f... f ap - 1 n ai ~ 0, i- 1(1)P~

P -

respectively. If U is any subset ofIRn, then by L(U), A(U), P(U), C(iJ) is

subsequently meant the set of all linear, affine, positive, convex combina-

tions of all finite subsets of U; those sets are called the Zinear, affine,

positive, convex huZZ of U. L(U), A(U) is the smallest subspace, the smaliest

linear variety or flat respectively ofIRn containing U.

dim(U) denotes dim A(U) and relint (U) is the set of interior

points of' U relative A(U). The points v1,v2,...,vp are called free situated

if dim A{v1,v2,...,vp} - p-1.

U C 1Rn is called a cone iff a u E U, y u E U, y a E IR}, and U is

called convex iff C{x,y} C U, i~ x,y E U. The intersectiori of a family of

cones (, convex sets,) is again a cone (, a convex set). Now a set U is a

convex cone iff P(U) - U and U is a convex set iff C(U) - U. In general is

P(U) (, C(U),) the smallest convex cone (, the smallest convex set,) con-

taining U. The four mentioned types of hu11s give always convex sets.

A poZz~tope is the convex hull of a finite set and a piramtide the

positive hull of finite set. Evidentl.y both kinds of sets are closed and

convex. A k-dimensional simpZex oflRn is a polytope on kf1 free situated

points; besides by C{v~,v1,...,vk} such a simplex is also denoted by (v~,v1,
k

...,vk); z:- ( E vi)~(kt1) is called its barz~centre.
i-0

A cone C is called pointed iff for no x~ 0 both x and -x belong

to C or what comes to the same C contains no line.



For U,V C IRT1 and ~ E IR we define

UtV :- { ufv I u E U n v E V},

U:- {au I u E U}.

If U,V are convex, then UtV and aU, ~1 a E 1R are also convex; the same applies

for cones in stead of for convex sets. The property of being a convex set ox

a cone is also invariant under linear transformations.

If U is convex, then so is its closure U and relint (U), again the

same thing applies for cones. Another usefull property is that a convex

set U oflRn, which has no interior point, has dimension ~ n-1.

1.3. PRELIMINARIES ON EXTRENIE POINTS, ASYMPTOTIC- AND EXTREME DIRECTIONS.

Let U be a convex set C Iftn. h E U is called an extreme point oJ'

U iff h E C{x,y} C U~ h- x v h- y, ~1 x,y E]Rn; an extreme point of l1

thus lies not in the relative interior of a line-segment C U. The extreme

points of the polytope C{v~,v2,...,vp} are among the v~,v2,...,vp; in fact

every non-extreme point among v~,v2,...,vp can be dispensed with in convexely

generating the polytope.

By a dtirection inlRn we mean an open half-line originating at

0, i.e. a set d:- {a r ~ a~ 0} for some r EIRn, r~ 0; d can also be

conceived as an equivalence class of non-null vectors with respect to the

relation: r p s p~ a ~ 0 with r- as. Therefore we will often represent

d by an element r E d. Let now U be a set C]Rn, then the direction ci i:

called an asz~mptottic direction of U iff there exists an u0(E U), such that

u0 t d C U. For a convex set U~{6 the existence of an asz~rrrptotic direction

ís equivaZent t~ith unboundedness. If U is closed and convex and d is an

asymptotic direction of U then ufd C U, V u E U. Observe that if d~,d2 are



asymptotic directions of a convex set U, then any direction d C d~fd2 is an

asympt.otic direction of U. The set of asymptotic directions of a convex set

U constitute together with 0 a cone, the so called asz~mptotic eone of U.

By an extreme direction of a convex set U(, ~~ and unbounded,)

we mean an asymptotic direction e of U such that e C d~tdL ~ e- d~ v e- d~,

~T asymptotic directions d~,d2 of U in1Rn; in terms of direction-representing

vectors: the asymptotic direction r of U is an extreme direction of U if'f

r is not in the relative interior of C{s~,s2}, where {s~,s2} runs through

all independent pairs of asymptotic directions of U. If the piramide

P{r~,r2,...,rp} (~ ~ Ó,) is pointed, then it is positively generated by its

extreme directions and these enter among the r~,r2,...,rp.

A ZineaZ of a set U C1Rn is a 1 dimensional subspace 1 of IRn such

that tYieir exists an u0(E U) with the property that u0 t 1 C U. A lineal

of a set U determines two opposite asymptotic directions of U. If U is corivex

then the lineals of U constitute a subspace oflRn, the so called Z2:nealit.~

space (which can be definc~d ad the nu11-space in case U has no lineal).

1.4. PRELINIINARIES ON SEPARATION PROPERTIES.

In denoting hyperpZanes: (a,x) - b, open haZf spaces; (a,x) ~ b

(, ~ b,) and elosed haZf spaces: (a,x) ~ b(, ~ b,) oflRn, we shall generally

tacitly assume that the normal vector a is an unit veetor, i.e. Ilall - 1.

Such a hyperplane is called the bounding hyperplane of t.he halfspace cor.cer-

ned. The set {x I(a,x) ~ b} is said to be the posittive side of H: (a,x)

with respect to a; the other closed half space the negative side.

The hyperplane H:(a,x) - b ofIRn is said to separate the non-

empty sets U,V CIRn iff
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(1.4.1) {(a,u)-b}.{(a,v)-b} ~ 0, V u E U, d v E V;

ohscrvE~ t.hat (u,u)-h is non-negs.tivr or nou-posit.ivc~ for riY] u E U r1n~i t,hat.

the opposite is true for V. We say U and V are lying on different sides of

H or in different half spaces bounded by H. Iff in (1.4.1) the strict inequality

sign holds, then H separates U and V stríctZy. We now formulate the following

wellknown separation theorem~.

1.4.1. THEOREM. Let C, ~~, be a cZosed convex subset of1Rn and p~ C.

Then there exísts a p and C stríctZrg sep~ratíng hyperpZane H: (a,x) - b,

í.e.

(1.4.2) (a~c) ~ b~ V c E C n(a~P) ~ b. O

1.4.2. THEOREM. Let P, ~~, be a eZosed, convex and poínted cone of'IRn, then

there exists a 0 and P separating hyperpZane H: (a,x) - 0, havting no point

ira common rai th P` { 0}, i. e.

(1.4.3) (a~P) ~ 0, V p E P. ~

REMARK. These theorems have many versions and also a lot of related theorems

as well as applications, examples of which are spread throughout this paper.

Nevertheless we do mention the following two corollaries: i) Let C, ~~,

be convex and p~ C, then there ís a pair a~ 0, b such that (a,c) ? b,

dc E C n(a,p) ~ b; ii) Let C1,C2 be non-empty convex sets r~here C2 is open

and C1 n C2 -~, then there is a pair a~ 0, b such that (a,cl) ~ b,

d c1 E C1 n(alc2) ~ b, V c2 E C2. O

The concept of a supporting hyperplane of a(convex) set U C IRn is

very important; the hyperplane H:(a,x) - b is called a supporting hz~per-

pZane at u0 E U for U iff u0 E H n U is entirely to one side of H, i.e.



(a,uC) - b n{(a~u1)-b},{(a,u2)-b} ~ 0~ u1,u2 E U. A convex set C has a

supporting hyperplane c~ E C iff c~ is a boundary point of C. Since extreme

points of C are boundary points of C, there exist at each extreme point a

supporting hyperplane. Also there is through each extreme direction of

a convex set C a supporting hyperplane for C. It is not difficult to see

that if C is a convex set and H is a supporting hyperplane for C each extreme

point (, extreme direction,) of C n H is also an extreme point (,extreme

direction,) of C. An extreme point v of the convex C C IR is called a vertex

of C iff the normal vectors of the supporting hyperplanes at v for C consti-

tute a system of rank n, i.e. {v} is the intersection of the supporting

hyperplanes for C at v.

Let Hi :(ai,x) - bi, i E I, be the set of supporting hyperplanes

for a convex set C, where C is on the positive side of Hi with respect to

a., i E I. Than an important question is under what further conditions C
i

can be conceived as the set of solutions of the following generally non-

finite system of linear irrequalities.

(ai,x) ~ bi, i E I

With this question, we have arrived at the main theme. By a poZyhedron of

lRn we shall understand the intersection of a finite number of closed half-

spaces oflRn, or what comes to the same thing: a polyhedron of7Rn in the set

of solutions of a finite system

(1.4.4) S : (ai,x) ? bi , i - 1(1)m,

of (non-trivial) linear inequalities overlRn. By admitting (, through m- 0,)

an empty system we havelRn itself included as a polyhedron, i.e. the inter-

section of the empty family of halfspaces. By a poZyhedraZ corte wc~ mcan a

cone which is a polyhedron as well; it is easy to see that a polyhedral

corie is the set of solutions of a finite system of homogeneous linear
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inequalities.

Finally we spent some space to polar cones (; pola.r sets are by

different authors differently defined, see e.g. [7~, and [~k1J). Let U be a set

~7Hn, then we mean by the (negattive) poZar cone of U the set

oU :- {p E~n I(P,u) ~ U, d u E U}.

The positive poZar cone Uo of U issimilarly defined by solely reversing the

inequality sign. Indeed a polar cone is a cone; it is also closed. For any

pair of subsets U,V of ]Rn it is true that U C V~ Uo ~ Vo and U C Uoo.



~. P'INITE SYSTEMS OF LINEAR INEQUALITIES OVER1Rn.

Throughout this chapter we will use the following fixed denotations

(~'. 1) S:(ai,x) ~ b, ai E g~n, II ai~~ - 1, bi E IR, i- 1( 1)m

is the system to be investigated. T denotes the set of all solutions of S,

which is, by definition, a polyhedron. Sh is the corresponding homogeneous

system (ai,x) ? 0 and Th its set of solutions.Furthermore we will assume

S to be constistent, i.e. T to be ~ Á. Another way of representing (?.1) is

Ax ? b, where A is the real (m,n)-matrix (ai~) and b E IRm. By the rank of S

we mean rank (A) - dim L{a1,aL,...,am}.

In this chapter we will. built the theory upon a few elcmc~nt.a.ry

and geometrically transparant facts as given in the lemma' s?. 1. 1. n.nd :' . ~' . ~.

and a simple notion carried by the function ~p, defined in Definition ,'..'.1.

2.1. EXTREME POINTS AND DIRECTIONS OF T.

2.1.1. LEMMA. If y E relint C{p~q} C T, 1:- A{p,q} is the Zine throug p,q

and if (ai ,y) - bi for some i0 E{1,2,,,.,m}, then
0 0

(2.1.1) (à. ,x) - b. , ~ x E 110 10

PROOF. Either there exists a z E 1, z~ y, such that ( ai ,z) - b~ and then
0 0

(2.1.1) ouviously holds, or (ai ,x) ~ bi, ~ x E C{p~q}`{y}; this last case
0

is contradictory, for there are numbers a,s E(0,1), ats - 1, such that

y- ap t Sq, which would yield ( a. ,y) - a(a.,p) t B(a.,q) ~ (afs) b. - b.. O
10 i i i i



~.1.2. THEOREM. h E T is an extreme poínt of T iff

(,'. 1.~') dim L{ai ~ i E {1 ~2,... ~m} n(ai,h) - b~ }- n.

YROOF. Let us assume that (2.1.2) is valid and yet that h is a relative

interior point of some C{p,q} C T. Let J be the subset of {1,2,...,m} of

those indices i with (ai,h) - bi. According to (2.1.2) the system

(ai,x) - bi , i E J

of linear equalities has exactly one solution, while the lemma yields that

it has an entire line of solutions.

Conversely, if h is an extreme point of T, we make, to arrive

at a contradiction, the assumption that

(2.1.3) k:- dim L{a.i I i E{1,~,...,m} n(ai,h) - bi} ~ n.

For reasons of simplicity we assume further the inequalities of S to be

arranged as follows

{al,a2,...,ak} independent n(ai,h) - bi, i- 1(1)k,

(ai,h) - bi n ai dependent on {a1,a2,...,ak}, i- kf1(1)t,

( ai'h ) ~ bi , i - ttl(1)m.

There exists according to (2.1.3), a line 1 through h such that

(ai,x) - bi, i- 1( 1)k, ~ x E 1, and even

(2.1.4) (ai,x) - bi, i- 1(1)t, ~1 x E 1.

If u:- min {(ai,h)-bi I i E{tt1,tf2,...,m}}, then u~ 0, if now r,llrll - 1,



is a direction-vector of 1 theri

(~'-.1.5) (ai,h~ar) ~ bi, i- tt1 ( 1)m, ~ a E (-u,U) .

Therefore (2.1.~) and (2.1.5) implie the contradiction that h E

relint C{h-ur, htur} C T, p

The extreme points of T can therefore be found as those unique

solut;ions of regular n by n systems of equatíons (ai,x) - bi, taken f'rom S,

which satisfie all the other inequalities of S too. Since there are at most

(n) of such n by n systems, T has at most (n) extreme points. The method

is not very attractive (for large m).

We turn now to the asymptotic and extreme directions of T.

2.1.3. LEMMA. Assume S to be consistent. Then r~ 0 ís an asymptotic

dírectiorc of T íff r ís a soZution of
SYl.

PROOF. If c E T and r~ 0 is such that (ai,r) ? O,then for all a? 0 i,

(ai,c f ar) ? bi, i- 1(1)m.

If, conversely, r is an asymptotic direction of T, then there

is a c E T such that ctar E T, d a~ 0. This yields that (a.,ctar) ~ b. t- i - i

a(ai,r) ? bi, ~~~ O,so that (ai,r) has to be ? 0, i- 1(1)m. ~

As a corollary, we get that T, (, ~ ~,) ís bounded iff Sh ís only

trívíaZZy soZvabZe, otherwise stated iff ( P{a1,a2,...,am})o -{p},

2.1.1~. THEOREM. Assume that r is an asymptotíc directíon of T(, and Lhere-

fore S to be consístent). Then r ís a extreme dírectíon of T íff



(2.1.6) dim L{ai I i E{1,2,...,m} n(ai,r) - 0} - n~l.

PROOF. Let (2.1.6) hold a nevertheless r not be extreme; then there exist a

pair of asymptotic directions s,t of T such that

{s,t} isindependent n r E relint C{s,t}.

Applyi.ng lemma 2.1.1. to. T, we see, 1 be:i.ng the line through s,t and J being

the set of indices i such that ( ai,r) - 0, that all x E 1 are solutions oí'

the system

(2.1.7) (ai,x) - 0, i E J

of linear equations deduced from Sh. This however brings out the contradic-

tion, searched for, since the solution of (2.1.7) is on account of (2.1.6)

1-dimensional and cannot therefore contain 1 as well L{r}.

Let, conversely, be given that (ai,r) ~ 0, i- 1(1)m,and also

that r is an extreme direction of T. Let be

(2.1.8) k:- dim L{ai I i E{1,2,...,m} n(ai,r) - 0} ~ n-1

and assume the inequalities of S to be arranged as follows

{a1,a2,...,ak} is independent n(ai,r) - 0 , i- 1(1)k,

(ai,r) - 0 n a,i is dependent on {al,a2,...,ak~ i- kt1(1)t,

(ai,r) ~ 0 , i - tt1(1)m.
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Since k ~ n-1, there exist a 2-dimensional subspace D CIRn such that r E D

and (ai,x) - 0, i- 1(1)k, d x E D. Obviously for each x E D also is ( ai,x) -

0, i - kfl ( 1 )t. 1'ut li :- min { (ai ,r) i i E {ttl ,ttn,. . . ,rn} } , thcn u ~ 0.

We can take an u E D with Ilull - 1 and (u,r) - 0, It now holds that r E relint

C{r-uu, rtuu} and also that (ai,x) ? 0, i- 1(1)m, ~T x E C{r-uu, rfuu}.

Summing up we have {r-Uu, rfuu} is independent, r t uu are asymptotic

directions of T, because (a.,r t uu) -(a.,r) f u(a.,u) ~(a.,r)-u ? 0,
i i i - i

i- tt1(1)m. Therefore r E relint C{r-uu, rtuu} is in contradiction with

the fact that r is an extreme direction of T. 0

Observe that T has a most 2.(nml) extreme directions, which, in

theory, can be found b,y inspection if a solution ~ 0 of the regular systems

of n-1 liucar homogeneous equations, deduced from .~tr, satisfit~:, Sh (, n.: f}~.r

a;; 'l' ~(Á). Ori tL Iowc~r bound for Lhc numli~~r uf exLri~rn~~ E,oinl,;; rln~l c~xl,r~~~rn~~

directions of T theorem 2.2.6, will yield informat,ion.

2.2. REPRESENTATION OF A POLYHEDRON.

Here we are going to examine the role these extreme points and

directions play in representing the solution T of S. We still assume S to

be consistent. By c0 we denote a fixed element of T; further we will use

one more fixed denotation, viz.

(2.2.1) N .- {al,a2,...,am}l.

If N coritains an u~ 0, then 1: c0 t au, a E 7R~ is a line of solutions

of S. More exhaustive is the following theorem.



2.2.1. THEOREM. Let c0 E T, then

i) T contains the f l.at~ cOfN ;

ii) if T contains a fZat U, then the direction space of U is a

stAbspace of N.

PROOF. i) Evident. ii) Let U- yfD, where y E T and D a subspace oflRn.

If r E D, then for all ~ EIft it holds that bi ~(ai,yflr) -(ai,y) f a(ai,r),

so that (ai,r) - 0, i- 1( 1)m, i.e. r E 7[~ii. O

To arrive stepwise at the searched for representation of T, we

introduce an integer function cp on T, counting the maximal number of "iride-

pendent" bounding hyperplanes a point is contained in.

2.2.1. DEFINITION. For y E T

rtÍi~

cps(Y) :- L{ai I i E{1,2,...,m} ~(ai~Y) - bi}. 0

Thus cps(y) E{0,1,2,...,min {m,n}}; observe that cpS is a wel.l

defined function on T. By theorem 2.1.2. h E T is an extreme point of T iff

c~(h) - n, and by theorem 2.1.4, r~ 0 is an extreme direction of T iff

r~S (r) - n-1. Besides consistency of S we will as yet assume that
h

(2.2.2) dim L{a1,a2,...,am} - n,

thus v:- dim N- 0; this is called the condition of fuZZ rot~ rank.



2.2.2. LI;NA~IA. het (2.?.2) be true, y E T, wq(y) - k, y E relint, C{1,,c7} C ~~,

J'or some p,q and "let 1 denote the Zine A{p,q}. J'hen exuctl.y nnr: nf t.hF: f'nl.Go-

w~ing statements hoZd.

i) 1 n T tis a segment C{u,v}, where cpS(u) ~ k n cpS(v) ~ k;

ii) 1 n T is a half-Zine: utar, ~~ 0(, r~ 0,) ~here cps(u) ~ k

and r is an asz~mptotic direction of T.

PROOF. On account of (2.2.2) and theorem 2.2.1 T does not contain a line.

T n 1 is a non-empty closed convex subset of 1 and therefore either a segment

C{u,v} or a half-line: ufar,a ~ 0; in the last case r is by definition an

asymptotic direction of T. As to what concerns the arrangement of the

inequalities of' S, we firstly assume {a1,a2,...,ak} to be independent and

(a.,y) - b., i- 1(1)k; lemma 2.1.1. learns that (a.,u) -(a.,v) - b.,
i i i i i

i- 1(1)k, so that cpS(u) ? k, cpS(v) ~ k. For the total arrangement of the

inequali.ties of S we finally assume

{a1,a2,...,ak} is independent n(ai,y) - bi , i- 1(1)k;

- bi n ai dependent on {a1,a2,...,ak} , i- kf1(1)t

(a.,y) ~ b. n a. dependent on {a ,a ,...,a }, i- tf1(1)s,
1 1 i 1 2 k

~ b. n a. independent on {a ,a , . . . ,a } , i - :~i-1 ( 1 )m.
1 1 1 2 k

For i- kf1(1)t too is (ai,u) -(ai,v) - bi and for each i E{ttl,tf2,...,s}
k

tkere exist ~ij EIR, j- 1(1)k, such that ai - E1 aijaj; therefore bi~(ai,y)-
J-

E aij(aj,y) - E aijbj. Thereby for each x E 1 it holds that
j-1 j-1

k k k
(a ,x) - ( E a a ,x) - E a (a ,x) - E a .b

1 j- í 1.7 j j- ï 1~ `~ j-1 1J .1



So far we have shown that each x E 1 satisfies the 1st till the sth inequality

of S. Because 1~ T, we know that s ~ m and certainly k ~ m.

It remains to be shown that in both cases i) and ii) there exists

an i0 E{stl,st2,...,m} such that (a. ,u) - b. (; for v in case i) the proof10 10
is similar). Let us suppose, on the contrary, that

(2.2.3) (ai,u) ~ bi, i - st1(1)m.

Let be a:- max {(ai,u-y).[bi-(ai,u)]-~ ~ i E{sfl,sf2,...,m}} and

p :-
iff a ~ 0

1 iff a ~ 0,

then p~ 0 and so

(2.2.4) c:- utp(u-y) ~ T n l,

while for each i E{sfl,st2,...,m} is (ai,c) -(ai,u) t

P(ai,u-y).[bi-(ai,u)]-~.[bi-(ai,u)] ? (ai,u) t p.a.[bi-(ai,u)] ~ bi.

This finally should mean that c satisfies all inequalities of S, contradic-

tory to (2.2.4). We therefore cannot maintain (2.2.3). O

The asymptotic directions of T are, under condition (2.2.?) of

full row rank, positively generated by the finite set of extreme directions

of T.

2.2.3. THEOREM. Let (2.2.2) be true. The asymptottic directions of T are

preuiseZy the positive combinations ~ 0 of the set of extreme directions

of T.



PROOF. The only thing to prove, of course, is that an asymptotic direction

r of T is a positive combination of the extreme directions of T. If c~S (r) -
h

n-l, then we are finished. Suppose therefore that

(2.2.5) ~pS ( r) - k ~ n-1;
h

now is suffices to show the one step that r is a positive combination of a

pair u,v, where c~s (u) ~ k, cpS (v) ~ k and u~ 0, v~ 0. But (2.2.5) means
h h

that r is not extreme, according theorem 2.1.4, therewith there exi~ts an

independent. set {s,t} of asymptotic directions of T, such that r E relint C{s~t},

r and s-t span a 2-dimensional subspace D CIRn. We put

W:- {wlw is an asymptotic direction of Th n D};

W U{0} is a convex cone, which cannot contain a line through 0, since (2.2.2)

means that Th contains no such line. Application of the separation theorem

1.4.?, onIR2 "-" D yields a line 1 through 0 in D which does not meet W.

The li.ne rtl has therefore a bounded segment C{u,v} with Th in common for 1

contains no asymptotic direction of Th. It is true too that u~ 0~ v.

Lemma 2.2.2. says that, since r E relint C{u,v} and 1 n Th - C{u,v},

cpS (u) ~ k, cpS (v) ~ k. Sinee r E P{u,v}, the proof is finished. O
h h

2.2.4. THEOREM. Let (2.2.2) be true. Then

(2.2.6) T - CfP,

r~here C::- C{hlh is an extreme potint of T}, P:- P{rlr tis an extreme d~irection

of T}.
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FROOF. It is obvious that T~ CtF; therefore we can confine ourselves to

prove the inverse inclusion. There are two cases to distinghuis between:

i) T has no asymptotic direction and is thus bounded (, see 1.3); ii) T has

at least one asymptotic direction.

Ad i) Let y E T; to show that y is a convex combination of the

set of extreme points of T, we apply induction on t with respect to the

statement: "y is a convex combination of {w1,w2,...,WS}, where wi E T,

cpS(wi) - ki, i- 1(1)s, and t:- min {ki I i- 1(1)s}". Since y- 1y and

~pS(y) - kC for some k0 E{0,1,...,n} the statement is true for t- k0; if

k0 - n, the proof is finished according theorem 2.1.2. Suppose the statement

is true for t(~ n). To each wi we define ui and vi as follows.

If wi is not an extreme point of T, then ui,vi are taken to be the endpoints

of the intersection of T with some line through wi, such that wi E relint

C{ui,vi}, compare lemma 2.2.2; if wi is an extreme point of T then put

ui :- vi :- wi. In both cases there exist numbers ai,si such that

w. - a.u. f S. v., a. ~ 0, S. ~ 0, a.t~. - 1, i- 1(1)s.i i i i i i- 1- i i

By lemma 2.2.2 cpS(ui) ~ ttl, cpS(vi) ~ tfl. There exist non-negative ai,
s s

adding up to 1, such that y- E a.w. - o{a.a.u. t~.S.v.}, where
s s i-1 1 1 i-1 1 1 1 1 1 1
E a.a. f E a.s. - 1, a.a. ~ 0, a.s. ~ 0, i- 1(1)s. So the inductioni i i i i i- i i-i-1 i-1

proof in case i) is completed.

Ad ii) We will heavily lean on the proof of i). Let y E T. We

apply induction t with respect to the statement: "y E C{w1,w2,...,ws}t ar,

where wi E T, cps(wi) - ki, i- 1(1)s, a~ 0 and r is an asymptotic dir~ction

of T, whíle t:- min {ki I i- 1(1)s} (~ n)". The induction start i:, ri;

above, contigently a- 0. We replace then those w., which are not extremei



points of T, either by a.u. t S.v., a. ~ 0, S. ~ 0, a.fs. - 1 or by u. f a.r.i i i i i- i- i i ~ i i

,~. ~ 0, r. an asymptotic direction of '1' and u.,v. E T with ~~(u.) ~ k.,~ - 1 i i .~ i .~

~pS(vi) ~ ki; compare lemma 2.2.'2. In this way it becomes achieved that i'or

a certain arrangement

s
y E C{ul,vl,u2,v2,...,uf,vf,uffl,...,us} f E airi t~r, f ~ s.

i-ff1 -

s
Now E a.r. f ar is of the form a. (asymptotic direction of T) for somei ii-ft1
a? 0. c~S(ui) ? tfl, cpS(vi) ? tt1, i- 1(1)s (, i - 1(1)f respectively). On

account of the theorema 2.1.2 and 2.?.3 the proof i s finished. O

So far we assumed the condition (2.2.2) of full row rank to be

fulfilled, and now we want to drop this restriction. Let again be

N :- {al,a2,...,am}1 and suppose that

v : - dim N ~ 1 .

T contains with c the flat ctN. To enable application of theorem 2.2.4, we

extend S to a system S(e) with fu11 row rank n. Let {am}1, am}2,...,am}v} be

an orthonormal base of N. By S(e) we mean the (extended) system of linear

inequalities which arises from S by adding to it the 2v inequalities

(am}i,x) ? C
s

, i - 1(1)v.

(-amti~X) : 0
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'1'(E) w.i]1 denote the set ofsoluf,ions c~1' S(c). ,1(P) is consi:~tent .it't' S i:3

c~on:ri:;t.ent. I~'or if c E'.[', then cfN C'L'; we clccompo:,c c- c3fp, d E Nl, }~ c N

so that

(a.,c)-(a.,p) ? b.-0 - b., i - 1(1)mi i - i i

0 , i- mf 1{ 1)mfv,

i.e. d satisfies S{e). Since S is a subsystem of S(e) the converse is obvious-

ly true, because T(e) C T. We are now ready to state the final representation

theorem.

~'.~'.~. Tll]?URI?M. GeL ~ he consisGent. `I'hc,n

(2.2.7) T - NfCtP,

Where N :- {a 11,a2,...,am} , C:- C{hlh is extreme point of T e)}~ p;- p{r~r

is extreme direction of T(e)}. ~

EXPLANATION. This representation of the polyhedron T as the sum of a su.bspace,

a polytope and a(pointed) pyramid, has in case N is the null-space is to be

understood in such manner that S(e) - S and therefore T(e) - T; then theorem

2.2.5 is a generalization of theorem 2.2.~.

PROOF. If x E T, than x can be written as x- dfn, for some d E Nl -

L{a1,a2,...,am}, n E 1N. So (} amfi,d) - 0, i- 1(1)v, and (ai,d) -(ai,x) -

(ai,n) ~ bi-0 - bi, i- 1(1)m, so that d E T(e) and x- nfd E NfCfP,

according theorem 2.2.It.



Let, conversely, be x- nfctp for some n E IlV, c E C, p E P,

then ctp E T(e) C T since (ai,n) - 0, i- 1(1)m, also x- ntctp E T. O

REMARK 1. N is the lineality space of T; C and P are not uniquely determined

(, as is the case in theorem 2.~.~.).

REMARK 2. Because an equation (a,x) - b is equivalent to the pair of

inequalities ( a,x) ? b, (-a,x) ~ b, the solution of

i.e. the set of aZZ non-negative soZutions of a system of Zinear equations

overlRn, has a same representation (2.2.7). Conversely a system of inequalties

Ax ~ b can be replaced by a system of linear equations, where of some ol' the
- llxfy - 0

unknowns non-negativity is required, viz. .
y ~ 0

In the sequel we need generalization of a result of WESTERMANN,

[1~51, about the minimal number of extreme points of T. The next theorem and

remark are concerned with this question.

2.2.6. THEOREM. If T contains no Ztine and is not contained in a fZat of

dimension r for some r E{0,1,...,n-1} (, i.e. dim (T) ~ r ), then the num-

ber of extreme points of T f the number of extreme directions of T is at

Zeast rf2, r~hiZe T has at Zeast 1 extreme point.

PROOF. Assume the number of extreme points f the number of extreme di.rcctions

of T is at most rf1; thus r~,r2,...,rt; vt}~,vtt2,...,vs, being the extreme

directions and extreme points of T, then 0 ~ t ~ s ~ rf1. There exists an



r-dimensional flat V C1R n, parallel r1,r2,...,rt and containing vttl'vtf2'
...,vs while T`V ~~(; for V one can take any flat through vs and with

direction space D containing r, r,...,r , v -v , v -v ,...,v -v ).1 2 t tf1 s tt2 s s-1 s

Let be

( 2.2.8) g:- max {cps(Y) ~ y E~ V} ~

then g E{0,1,...,n}. There exists an y0 E~ V such that cps(yC) - g. But yC,

not lying in V, is not an extreme point of T, so that there is a segment

~{p~q} C T with g~ E relint C{p,q}. According to lemma 2.2.2, the line 1

through p,q has a sepnent C{u,v} with T in common or halfline ut~r, ~~ 0

(, r~ 0); in the first case one of the points u,v does not be]-ong to V,

say u, and in the second case too u does not belong to V, since the asympto-

tic direction r of T is certainly parallel V. By lemma 2.2.2. in any case

cps(u) ~ g, contradictory with (2.2.8).

That T has at least one extreme point in a simple consequence of

the fact that T, being non-empty and containing no line, contains a sequence

of xk , with cpS(xk )- ki and to n increasing ki; see lemma 2.2.2, defini-
i i

tion 2.2.1, and theorem 2.2.2. ~

REMARK. The given lower bound is best possible. For by a slight modification

of the proof one can see that there can be rt2 extreme directions and points

r1'r2'" ''rt' vtf1'vtt2'" ''vrf2 chosen in such a way that the flat

A{vtfl'vtf2'" ''vrf2' vrf2}rl,vrt2 t r2,..., vr}2frt} through the extreme

points and parallel the extreme directions is (rt1)-dimensional.



?. 3. THEOREMS OF NIINOWSKI , WFYL AND t~'ARKAS .

First we state two properties on polar cones.

2.3.1. THEOREM. Let P(, ~~6) be a cZosed convex cone oflRn. Then

i) P - Poo,

íi) P has an interior point p Po is pointed.

PROOF. i) Since generally U C Uoo, it remains to be proved that Poo C P.

00Take a q E P . If q~ P then, according to theorem 1.4.1, there exists an

a E~n, a~ 0, and a b E IR such that

(2.3.1) (a~q) ~ b n(a~P) ~ b, d p E P.

Observe that b ~ 0, since 0 E P. It even is true that (a,p) ? 0, y p E P. For

if for some p E P it would be true that ( a,p) -: b ~ 0, then, since a p E P,

d J~ ~ 0, we would reach the contradiction b ~(a,)~p) - ab, y a~ 0.

But (a,p) ? 0, d p E P, means that a E Po and therefore on account of (2.3.1)

and the fact that b ~ 0 also q~ Poo.

ii) If Fo is not pointed, or what comes to the same does contain

a line 1 throug 0, then P is contained in 11 and has therefore no interior

point. If, conversely, P has no interior point, then P is, as a convex set

without interior points but with 0 as an element contained in an (n-1)-

dimensional subspace D oflRn. From this it follows that P is not pointed

since it contains Dl. 0



2.3.2. THEOREM (MINKOWSKI, [34]). Every polyhedral cone is a piramid.

PROOF. This is animmediate consequence of theorem 2.2.5. The only possible

extreme point of a polyhedral cone is 0. Therefore can be written T- NtP

as in (2.2.7), since T(e) is a cone too. But NtP is a piramid,. O

2.3.3. THEOREM (WEYL, [47]). Every piramid is a poZyhedral cone.

PROOF. Consider the piramid P:- P{v1,v2,...,vp}. P is a closed convex cone.

Po is by definition a polyhedral cone and then by theorem 2.3.2. a piramid,

say P.- P{r1,r2,...,rk}. So, by theorem 2.3.1, P- Po-

{x ~(ri,x) ~ 0 ~ i E{1,2,...,k} is a polyhedron. 0

REMARK. A bounded polyhedron is a polytope; this follows immediately from

theorem 2.2.5. The converse is also true; it can be proved along the lines

of 2.5 below.

Another famous theorem, although closely related, is mostly less

geometrically formulated.

,

2.3.4. THEOREM (FARKAS, [13]). Let A be a reaZ ( m;n)-matrix and b E )Ftm. Then

Ax - b (ATp ? 0

has a solution x p{ has no soZution p.

x~0 `bTp~O

PROOF. Let P denote the positive hull of the columns of A. Then ~ x such

that Ax - b ~ x~ 0 means b E P and on the other hand the statement to the

right, which is equivalent to: " ii p with Ap? 0 it holds that bTp ~ 0, means



that b E(po)o - poo. ~erefore the theorem is only a special form of theorem

~.3.1, i). O

2.~. CONSISTENCY.

Letting apart the difference between the concepts of eonstistency

and soZvabiZit~ of S nn which KUHN, [29], dwells upon, we simply will derive

some interesting consistency conditions for the system

(2.4.1) S: Ax ~ b, A a real ( m,n)-matrix, b EIRm;

compare the notation (2.1) of the same system. As is well known the system

Ax - b of linear equations is consistent iff for each y E]Rm such that

ATy - 0 it must be true that bTy - 0; this is much the same as the fact

that A and the augmented matrix (A;b) have the same rank. For inequalities

there is a similar result.

2.4.1. THEOREM. Ax ~ b is consistent iff

(2.~.2) (ATp - 0 n p E]R~) ~ bTp ~ 0.

PROOF. This goes back to the separation theorem, it is however much shorter

than the one given by KY FAN, [12]. From Ax ~ b n ATp - 0 n p E]R~ it follows

that bTp - (Ax)Tp - x(ATp) - 0.

Conversely, assume that (2.4.2) holds; this means that the closed

cone P:- {(A;b)Tp I p E 7Rm} ~ gtmtl contains no.element of the convex
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V:- {(O,O,...,O;a) E~nt1 I a~ 0}. By the separation theorem, see corollary

ii) following theorem 1.4.2., there exists a pair u E~nt1~ u~ 0, v E IR

such that

nt 1
(2.4.3) E uiYi ? v~V y E P ~ a untl ~ v' V a~ 0.

i-1 -

Since 0 E P we see that v ~ 0; further auntl ~ v, y a~ 0 means then untl ~ 0'
which in turn yields a~ v~untl, y a~ 0, so that v- 0. We can now multiply

u by a scalar with the effect that untl --1. Substitution in (2.4.3) of the
.th - ,. ,- - ~T - - - n - . .,.. .

i-1 Ji i - ~ ~ b. ~

Of fundamental importance here is the following theorem, which

can easily be deduced along the lines of the proof of lemma 2.2.2.; it is

known as "principle of bounding soZutions", see KY FAN, [12], and also as

"Grenzlósingsprinzip", see TSCHEFDTIKOW, [42].

2.4.2. THEOREM. If the system S of (2.4.1) has a solution and r :- rank(A) ~1,
then S has aZso a solution y whieh satisfies a subszJstem of S of rank r by

means of equaZities.

PROOF. From the assumption r~ m:- max {~S(y) I y E T} we are going to deduce

a contradiction. Let y0 E T be such that cpS(y0) - m, J the set of indices

i with the property that (ai,y0) - bi, D:- {aili E J} and L:- L{al,a2,...,am}.

Then D C L and m- dim(D) ~ dim L- r, so that there exists an unit vector

t E L n Dl. We take further u:- min {(ai,y0)-bi ~ i E{1,2,...,m}`J}, thus

u~ 0, and p:- y0-ut, q:- yOtUt. It follows that y0 E relint C{p~q} C T~

while on account of the choice of t the line 1 through p and q cannot entirely

belong to T. As in the proof of lemma 2.2.2. we get then a point u E T on



1 such that ~S(u) ~ m. a

We are now ready to proof another consistencycondition for S. To

get a surveyable proof we do precede the theorem by a lemma.

2.4.3. LEMMA. Let P- (pij) be a reguZar (r,r)-matrix, q,c E]Rr and d E IR.

Thert the soZution of the system of Zinear equations Px - q satisfies the

inequaZity (c,x) ? d iff

p11 p12 "' p1r q1

p21 p22 " ' p2r qr

IPI .

pr1 pr2 " ' prr qr
c1 c2 ... cr d

......................

PROOF. Let Pij denote the (i,j)th mi.nor of P, then the (i,j)th-element of
r

the inverse of P is (P-1)ij -~.(-1)1}~.Pji. Further E(-1)r}~qjPji ~
Irl j-1

eqlials the determinant of the (r,r)-matrix originating from P by deleting

its ith column and adding q as last column. We have to check that (c, P-1q) -
r

d~ 0 is equivalent with (2.4.4). Now (c,P-1q)-d - E ci.(P 1q)i -- j-1
1 r r itj 1 r rtlfi r rfj

d - -~ .~ E ci E (-1 ) Pjiqi-dlPl] - - -~-T . { E (-1 ) ci.[ E (-1 ) .
~r~ i-1 j-1 ~~~ i-1 j-1

qJ PJ1] }(-1)(rf1)f(rf1).d.IPI}, which is -~P~-1 times the Laplace expansion

with respect to the (rf1)th row of the bordered matrix in (2.4.4). O

2.4.4. THEOREM. Let S of (2.4.1) have rank r~ 1. Then S is consistent iff

A - (aij) has a reguZar (r,r)-submatrix



A -

~ a ...i~j~

a. ...
1rJ1 r

such that for each i E{1,2,...,m}`{i~,i2,...,ir} it hvZds that

a. ... a. b.i~ j~ i~ jr i~

1Á~-
.........................

airj~ ... ai b.
rJr lr

a. ... a. b.lj~ ijr i

PROOF. If S is consistent, then according to theorem 2.4.2., it has a

solution y which satisfies a subsystem of S of rank r by means of equality.

Assume that {a. ,a. ,...,a. } is independent and (a. ,y) - b. , k- 1(1)r,1~ 12 ir lk lk
and choose ~1,J2,...,~r in such a way that

r r
1rJ~ ... ~a.

is a regular submatrix of A. Take

A : -

J.- {J~~J2~...,jr}, qi .- bi - E a. y,, i- 1(1)m.
j E {1,2,...,n}`J lj 1

Application of lemma 2.4.3. with A instead of P, (a.. ,...,a.. ) T instead ofiJ~ 1Jr
c and bi - E aijyj instead of d for any i E{1,2,...,m}`{i1'12'

j E {1,2,...,n}`J
...,ir} leads then to (2.4.5), because ( ailj, ai2j,...,airj,aij)T is depen-



dent on the first r columns of the ( rtl,rfl)-matrix in (2.4.5).

Conversely, let A be such that (2.4.5) is true for each

i E{1,2,...,m}`{i1,i2,...,ir}. Then for any choice of the yj, j E{1,2,

...,n}`J the conditions of lemma 2.4.3 are fulfilled, where again P,q,c and

d are chosen as in the foregoing paragraph; this follows easily from the

regularity of A and the fact that S has rank r. The lemma yields then

y. ,y. ,...,y. as the solution of the mentioned system of linear equations
~1 ~2 ~r

which together with the already chosen yj constitute a solution of S. O

2.5. REDUNDANCY AND EQUIVALENCE.

2.5.1. DEFINITION. i) The inequaZitz~ system S (2.1) 2s satid to be reducible

zff it has a proper subsystem with the same set of soZutions as S;

ii ) the inequaZity ( c,x) ~ d, c E]Rn ( ,u cll - 1), d E IR tis said

to be redundant r~ith respect to S iff it is satisfied by each soZution of

S. ~

It is obvious that S is reducible iff one of the inequalities

of S is redundant with respect to the system of the other inequalities of

S. Two systems of linear inequalities over]Rn are evidently equivaZent in

the sense that they have the same set of solutions, iff each inequality of

the first system is redundant with respect to the second system and reversely.

We give now two theorems on redundancy, the first of which is of a more

geometrical nature, while the second one, which is based on Farkas' theorem,

is more algebraïc.
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2.5.1. THEOREM. Let the soZution T of Ax ~ b have an interior point u. Then

i) if (c,x) ~ d as weZl as (c,x) ~ d are not redundant with

respect to Ax ~ b, it foZZows that the intersection of T with the hyperpZane

H:(c,x) - d has dimenstion n-1;

ii) be H: (c,x) - d; if dim(H n T) - n-1 and (c,x) ~ d

is not already equivaZent to one of the inequaZities of the system Ax ~ b

(, i.e. does not aZready essentially oecur in Ax ~ b,) then (c,x) ~ d is not

redundant with respect to Ax ~ b.

PROOF. i) There will exist an x E T such that (c,x) ~ d. Now C{x,u} cuts H

in v, which must be an interior point of T and therefore the intersection of

H with a ball around v will contain an (n-1)-dimensional part of T.

ii) T n H contains a relative interior point v, which by assump-

tion cannot lie in any Hi :(ai,x) - bi, i- 1(1)m. Let u:- min {distance

(ai,v)-bi of v to Hi I i- 1(1)m}, then u~ 0 and v- 2 u c E T, (assuming

also UcU - 1,) but (c,v - 2 u c) ~ d, so that ( c,x) ~ d is not redundant

with respect to Ax ~ b. ~

REMARK. A little more generally the theorem can be stated: Let T have

dimension k, then if (c,x) ~ d as well as (c,x) ~ d are not redundant with

respect to Ax ~ b, then T n H is (k-1) dimensional, etc.

2.5.2. THEOREM. Let S be consistent. Then ( c,x) ~ d or cTx ~ d tis redundant

with respect to S iff there exist non-negative reaZ numbers a1'~2'" ''~m
such that

m m
(2.5.1) c- E a.a. n d ~ E a.b..i i - i ii-1 i-1



PROOF. We split the proof up in two parts. Firstly we demonstrate that the

redundancy of cTx ~ d witti respect to Ax ~ b is equivalent to the redundancy

Ax-tb ~ 0
of cTx-td ~ 0 with respect to -, the latter inequalities being over

- t ~ 0
~nt 1 . -

Assume cTx ~ d ís redundant with respect to Ax ~ b and further

x0,t0 satisfies Ax-tb ~ 0 n t~ 0. If t0 - 0, then we take an x' such that

Ax' ~ b: therefore for every a~ 0 it holds that A(x'taa0) ~ b and thus

cT(x'fax0) ? d, implying that cTx~ - cTxO - O.d ~ 0. If otherwise t0 ~ 0 then

it follows that A((1~t0)xp) ~ b, which yields cT((1~t0)x0) ~ d or cTxO-tOd ? 0.

Now suppose, conversely, that cTx-td ~ 0 is redundant with res-

pect to Ax-tb ~ 0 n t~ 0. If Ax0 ~ b, then Ax0-1.b ~ 0, so that cTxO-1.d

~ 0 or cTxO ? d.

Secondly we come to the application of Farkas' theorem. Redun-

Ax-tb ~ 0 ~-tb ? 0

dancy of cTx-td ~ 0 with respect to - means that t~ 0
- t~ 0 cTx-td ~ 0

has no soïution. According to the theorem 2.3.~. this in turn is equivalent

AT OÍ ~ ~11 ~cl
to the fact that the system -bT 1II . I-I-d Ihas a non-negative solution,

a~m

i.e. there exist non-negative real numbers ~1,~2,...,~m, such that ~1a1 t
m

~`2a2 }... }~mam - c n- E aibi f a.1 --d. Since the existence of a a~ 0
m i-1 m -

such that d- E a.b.-a is equivalent to d ~ E a.b., the theorem is proved. ~
i-1 1 1 - i-1 i 1

2.5.3. THEOREM. The systems Ax ~ b and Cx ~ d overlRn, u~here A denotes a real

(m,n)-matrix,b E]Rm, C a reaZ (p,n)-matrix, d EIRp are equivaZent iff there

exist a(p,m)-matrix L and an (m,p)-matrix M, both non~cegattive, such that
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(2.5.2)
C- LA n d ~ Lb

A-MC n b ~Md.

PROOF. According to theorem 2.5.1. the ith row of C- LA together with

di ~(Lb)i means redundancy of the ith inequality of Cx ? d with respect

to Ax. ? b; so it becomes clear that the inequality systems are mutually

redundant, or what is the same, are equivalent. O

REMARK. Non negative matrices L and M which satisfy (2.5.2) have necessarily

the property C-(LM)C (, and A-(ML)A, d ~(LM)d, b ~(ML)b), i.e. the

columns of C are invariant under LM; sta~ted in terms of linear transformations

LM acts on Im(C) as the identity. If rank(C) - k, LM therefore must besides

being non-negative, be similar to a matrix ( ~ ~
J,

where the blocks are the

(k,k)-identity matrix I, the (p-k,k)-null- `matrix 0, a(k,p-k)-matrix U and

a (p-k,p-k)-matrix V.

HELLER, [4~], treats a rather special case of equivalence with re-
gard to the transportation problem. TSCHERNIKOV, [~t2], kap. III, IV pays

attention to it mainly in connection with elimination.

The question arises as to what can be expected of replacing a

finite system of linear inequalities over]Rn by an equivalent such but

simpler system. Undoubtly things are less flexible as with systems of linear

equations. For let Ax - b have as solution a flat of dimension k, 0 ~ k ~ n,

then the minimal number of equations in an eqtzivalent system is n-k (, here

we consider only consistent systems and conceive]Rn as the solution of the

empty system). Further, however, any full-rank system of n-k equations, each

of which determines a hyperplane through F will do. So, in elimination pro-

cedures, we can besides at a minimal number of equations, also aim at a

certain general standardform in an equivalent system cf. v.d. WAERDEN, [44].



With systems of linear inequalities there are in this aspect

essential differences, due to the fact that in generating a polyhedron

(, containing no line,) by means of convex en positive combinations no extreme

point or extreme ray can dispensed with, cf. WESTERMANN, [46]. The next

theorem gives an exhaustive description of the finitely many inequalities

which must necessarily show up in a system equivalent to S. Theorem 2.2.5.

says that the solution T of a finite system Ax ~ b is of the form NtCfP.

Without essential loss of generality we may assume that the solution contains

no line (, otherwise we can restrict ourselves to a subspace of]Rn; compare

theorem 2.2.4. and '2.2.5.), so that T can be written as C{v1,v2,...,vk} f

P{r1,r2,...,r1}, vi,ri being the extreme points and extreme directions of T.

We put apart a certain kind of halfspaces. To that purpose we consider first

systems E:- {r. ,r. ,...,r. ; v. ,v. ,...,v. } of t extreme directions
11 12 lt ltfl ltf2 ln

and n-t extreme points of T, t E{0,1,...,n-1}, such that ri ,ri ,...,ri consti.
1 2 t

tute an independent set and v. ,v. ,...,v. are free situated, while the
ltf1 ltt2 ln

flat A(E) :- A{v. ,v. ,...,v. ; v. f r. , v. f r. ,...,v. f v. } is
lttl ltf2 ln ln 11 ln 12 ln lt

(n-1)-dimensional, i.e. the direction subspace of the simpl.ex C{v. ,v. ,
lttl ltt2

...,vi }or of its affine hull is complememtary to L{ri ~ri ~,,,~ri },
n 1 2 t

The announced halfspaces HS are the following

(2.5.3)
HS is eZosed, contains T and has bounding

hz~perp Zane of tz~pe Á( E).

By the theorems 2.2.4. and 2.3.5. there exist such halfspaces if T contains

an interior point but no line. Then we have the following geometrically

plausible result.



2.5.4. THEOREM. Let the set T of soZutions of S (2.1) contain an interior

point but no Zine. Then

i) in each system Cx ~ d, equivaZent to 5, there appears an

inequaZity for each haZfspace of type (2.5.3);

ii) the inequalities corresponding to haZfspaees of type (2.5.3)

constitute an irreducibZe system Kx ~ q, which is equivaZent to S.

PROOF. i) Assume Cx ~ d to be a system equivalent to S, in which does not

occur an inequality determining some halfspace of type (2.5.3), say for

reasons of notational simplicity its bounding hyperplane is given by E:-

fr1'r2'" ''rt' vtfl'vtf2'" '~vn}. The (n-1)-dimensional simplex SI with

vertices {vttl'vtt2'" ''vn' vnfrl, vnfr2,...,vntrt} belongsto T. The bounding

hyperplane of each inequality of the system Cx ~ d contains at most ti-1

vertices of SI and therefore it must be that the barycentre z of SI sat-isfies

each inequality of Cx ? d strictly. Since now z E SI is an interior point

of T, we get a contradiction with the fact that all of T lies to one side

of H.

ii) Evidently the set M of all solutions of Kx ? q contains T.

Be y~ T then there must be an inequality of S, such that y is not contained

in the corresponsing halfspace and such that it is not redundant with respect

to the system of the remaining inequalities of S. Say the first one; thus

(a1,y) ~ b1; let H1 be its bounding hyperplane. By theorem 2.5.1, i) T n H1

is (n-1)-dimensional (, T~~:,) and then by theorem 2.2.6 T n H1 has at

least a totality of n extreme points and extreme directions. These are

extreme points and directions of T too, since H1 is a supporting hyperplane

of T(, cf. 1.~t), while by the remark following theorem 2.2.6 they can be

chosen so that they determine in an understandable way an (n-1)-dimensional

flat. This has to be H1 and so is H1 a bounding hyperplane of type (2.5.3).



Because y ~ T it necessarily holds that y~ M, the conclusion reads that also

M C T and therefore T- M. That Kx ~ q is irreducible is a direct consequence

of part i) of the theorem. ~

2.6. STABILITY.

2.6.1. DEFINITION. The sr~stem (2.1) (, without trivial inequalities,) tis said

to be stabZe if it has a soZution, which does each inequaZit~ of it hoZd

strictZy. O

Thus stability of S is the same as T having a non-empty interior.

Another way to guarantee that S is stable is by requiring the system (ai,x)~bi,

i- 1(1)m, to be consistent. A weakness of the consistency conditions for S

itself in -~.~ is that they only assume the existence of a"boundary-soluti-

on". However the application of these criteria still reduces the problem of

finding out if S is stable a little bit. For if x~ is a(bounda.ry) solution

of S such that, say, (ai,x~) - bi, i- 1(1)k and (ai,x~) ~ bi, i- kt1(1)m

for some k E{1,2,...,m}, then S is stable iff (ai,x )~ 0, i- 1(1)k, has a

solution; this is easily checked. Therefore the stability question can be answer

if one knows wheter a homogeneous system has a"strict" solution.. And finally

by theorem 2.3.1, the consistency of (ai,x) ~ 0, i- 1(1)m, is equivalent

to the fact that the cone P:- P{a1,a2,...,am} is pointed. So the following

theorem fits well into this section. In geometrical terms and in case the

system of non-null vectors ai has rank n it means that P is pointed iff there

exists a hyperplane oflRn not containing 0 and passing through n free situated

ai's, which separates 0 from all ai's.



2.6.1. THEOREM. Let {a1,a2,...,am} be a set of non-nuZZ vectors oflRn of

rank r~ 1, where m~ rt1. Then the cone P : - P{al,a2,...,am} is pointed, or

~ahat comes to the same thing, the system of Zinear inequaZities

(2.6.1)
n
E aijxj 0, i- 1(1)m,

i-1

has a solution iff the (m,n)-matrix ( aij) has a reguZar ( r,r)-submatrix

a. ...
11~1

a.
11~r

sueh that for each i E{1,2,...,m}`{il,i2,,,,,ir}

a.lrjl ...

it holds that

a.i
r~r

a. - a. a. - a. ...
lljl 12j1 11j2 i2j2

(2.6.2) ~AI.

a. - a. a. - a. ...
11~1 13~1 11~2 13~2

a. - s.
11~r 12~r

a. - a.
ll~r 13~r

...............................................

a. - a. a. - a. ... a. - a.
11~1 1r~1 11~2 ~~2 11~r lr~r

a. - a. a. - a. ... a. - a.
11~1 1~1 11~2 1~2 11~r l~r

PROOF. Put L:- L{a1,a2,...,am}. Firstly we assume P to be pointed. Then there

is a d~ 0, such that (d,ai) ~ 0, i- 1(1)m. We may choose d E L. Let ai be
1

such that (d,ai ) is the minimum of the numbers (d,ai)'i - 1(1)m. Then K:-
1

{k I(k,ai) ~ 0 n(k,ai-ai )~ 0, i- 1(1)m} n L is not empty. We consider
1 -

the cone K, i.e. the set of to L belonging solutions k of

(2.6.3) (k,ai) ? 0, i - 1(1)m,

(2.6.~) (k,ai-ai ) ~ 0, i - 1(1)m.
1 -
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IC contains no line for if p t as E I{, s~ 0, y a E~, then it fol.lows that

(s,ai) - 0, i- 1(1)m~and this is contradictory with s E L. By theorem 2.2.3.

(, applied to the r-dimensional space L in stead of to]ftn,) i{ has an extreme

direction. Not every extreme direction of K is orthogonal ai , for then all
1

of I{ would be orthogonal ai ; this is obviously not so, since 0~ d E K C L,
1

0~ a. E L and (d,a. )~ 0. Therefore I{ has an extreme direction t, such11 il
that ( t,ai ) ~ 0 and by (2.6.4) also (t,ai) ~ 0, i - 1(1)m. According to

1
theorem 2.1.4. (, applied to L in stead of tolRn,) there exists an indepen-

dent system {ai -ai , ai -ai ,...,ai -ai } such that
2 1 3 1 r 1

(t,a. -a. ) - 0, 1 - 2(1)r.11 11

Besides, t also satisfies (2.6.3) and (2.6.4). Let {J1'J2'" ''Jr-1} be a set

of column-indices such that the (r-1,r-1) submatrix A, with (a. .-a. .) as

(1-l,k)th element 1- 2(1)r, k- 1(1)r-1, is regular.
11Jk 11Jk

Now we are going to apply lemma 2.4.3. We put I:- {i2,i3,...,ir} and

J'- {J1'J2'" ' 'Jr-1}. The system Px - q of the lemma is here

r-1
E (a. -a. ).t. - - E (a. -a. ).t., 1 - 2(1)r,

k-1 11Jk 11Jk Jk j~ J 11J i1J J

while in stead of (c,x) ~ d we consider here

r-1
E a. .t. ~ - E a. .t.,

k-1 11Jk Jk - j~ J 11J J

and also

r-1
E (a.. -a. ).t. ~ - E (a..-a. ).t., i E {1,2,...,m}`I.

k-1 1Jk 11Jk Jk - ,j ~ J iJ 11J J
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From the lemma it now follows that the determinants of the matrices origina-
tting from A by bordering it by (- J~ J(ailj-ailj).tj), 1- 2(1)r as r co-

lumn and then by (a. ,...,a. , - E a. .t.), (a.. -a. ,...,a.. -
11J1 11Jr-1 j~ J i1j J 1J1 11j1 1Jr-1

a. ,- E (a. ).t.) respectively as rth row have sign opposite
11Jr-1 j~ J lj-ailj J

to IA~ or are zero. Since the columns of A and also the first (r-1) columns

of (all) the bordered matrices form a system of rank r-1, the r-th columns

of the bordered matrices can, without changing their determinant-values, be

reduced to T((ai2j-ai1j, ai j-ai j,...,ai j-ai j,ai j)t~) ,((ai j-ai j,
3 1 T r 1 1 2 1

ai3j-ai1j,...,airj-ai1j, aij-ailj).t~) , for some t~; this can be achieved

for ar~y j E{1,2,...,m}`J. Thus the determinants

(2.6.5) i a12J-a11J
A ~

~
i a. -a.~ 1rJ 11j

--------- -------,----------a. ... -á, ~ a.i1J1 i1Jr-1 ~ i1J

A

~
~ai -ai, rJ 1J

àijl-àil~l--..-ài~r-1-àiljr-liaij-àiij-

have a non-negative product. The first determinant is seen to be equal to

(-1)r-1.IÁI; for j we can take a fixed value jr E{1,2,...,m}`J so that A is

regular. Finally this yields (2.6.2).

Let now, conversely, (2.6.2) be true. To avoid a long proof we

will only indicate the main lines of proof. By tracing the first part of

the proof backward with some care a t~ 0 can be found such that (t,a. -a. )-0,11 11
1-2(1)r and (t,ai) ~(t,ai )~ 0, i- 1(1)m. This means P is pointed. O

- 1



2.7. SOME REMARKS ON ALGORITHMS.

We do not intend to give descriptions of numerical methods in

connection with finite systems of linear inequalities. More than a few indi-

cations and some remarks would not be compatible with the nature of this

paper. We distinguish between three sorts of problems: i) how to get a satis-

factory representation of the set of all solutions of Ax y b; ii) how to

obtain particular solutions Ax ~ b, which satisfy some additional criterion;

iii) how to find out if Ax ~ b is stable. Each of the problems mentioned

is of practical importance. But is often rather difficult to handle them and

expecially the computational extent seems to increase very fast with the

dimension involved. No sharp distinction can be made between any of the

three c.lasses .

Ad i) Already FOURIER, [ 14] ,(, cf. [ 41] ,) pointed out that a

repeated elimination procedure, which is geometrically speaking a projection

method, can solve the problem. However at each elimination of an unknown the

number of inequalities to be considered increases and the method as the whole

is generally not workable. ABADIE, [1 ], has modified the procedure by

applying elimination of inequalities. Of course, one can attack the problem by

repeatingly solving systems of linear inequalities along the lines of the

theory given in 2.1 and 2.2 to obtain all extreme points and extreme rays

needed. But this is very cumbersome. The so called double description method

of MOTZKIN, a.o. just works the otherway around, [35l.One starts with a

description of the solution of a subsystem of Ax ~ 0 as the positive hu11

of the corresponsing extreme directions. Then to the subsystem one inequality

of Ax ~ 0 is added; now by cutting the cone with the corresponding hyperplane

the new system of extreme directions is obtained, and so on. If the set of

solutions is a bounded polyhedron, then one is urged to think or the following
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method. Trace, starting from some extreme point, all extreme points in some

systematic way; see e.g. ALTHERR, [3 ], and BURDET [4 ]. Computation of

extreme points is a partial objective of a paper of KIRBY a.o. [24].

Ad ii) This is the most well known area of problems. The questions

can sometimes be put in the form of a linear, quadratic or convex programming

problem, while the criterion used to single out a particular solution is op-

timization. See e.g. DEM'YANOV and MALOZEMOV, [7 ], especially App. IV,

GIRSANOV, [17]. An often exploited optimization criterion is proximity, cf.

ECKHARD, [8 ], and ROCKAFELLAR (40]; in this context projection-methods,

see GUBIN a.o. [19], and relation-methods have to be mentioned, cf. MOTZKIN ,

SCHOENBERG [ 36] , AGMON [ 2] and MERZLYAKOV, [ 33] . Within certain bounds

numerical methods lead often to approximate solutions, see e.g. HOFFMAN, [22).

Ad iii) The problem of determining if Ax ~ b is stable can easily

be reduced to the question if Ax ~ 0 has a solution. YU-CHI HO and KASITYAP,

[48], attack this problem on base of the resulting y- Ax-b, given starting

values x,b ~ 0, by adapting a and b then iteratively so that b remains ~ 0

and y-~0. Stability of systems of linear inequalities is linked of course

with questions of perturbations. See e.g. DANIEL [ 6], ROBINSON [ 37] ,[ 38]

ROCKAFELLAR, [ 40] and ECKHARDT, [ 10] .



3. INFINITE SYSTEMS OF LINEAR INEQUALITIES OVERIRn.

Consider the system

(3. 1) S:(ai,x) ~ bi, ai E IRn, Ilaill - 1, bi E 7R, i E I~

where I is some not necessarily finite index-set. For I-{1,Z,...,m} we get

the situation of Chapter 2 as a special case. Observe that no structure what-

soever is imposed on I. The set of solutions T of S is a closed convex set

and conversely, on account of the separation theorem, any arbitrary closed

convex set C1Rn is the set of solutions of a system like (3.1); in the sequel

we shall disregard the case I-~ and T-IRn, and besides we assume S to be

consistent, i.e. T~~. By the rank of S we mean dim L{ai I i E I}. In the

studies we know off and which deal with infinite systems of linear inequalities

always some assumption is made of continuity or differentiability of a and b

as functions of i, while I C1R, e.g. In fact in what follows part of the work

is to arrange some sort of ordering in the inequality-system, depending on

the problems concerned.

3 . 1 . EX'I'REME POINTS .

Let h E T, then for each e~ 0 is

(3.1.1) A(h;e) .- {ai I i E I ~(ai,h) ~ bife}.

If h is a non-interior point of T then for each e~ 0 is A(h;e) ~~6.

For a system {u1,u2,,,,,uk} C gZn will G(u~,u2,...,uk) :- det((ui,u~)) denote

the Grarrtti~an of the system; it equals the square of the k-dimensional volume
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of the parallelepipedum spanned by u1,u2,...,uk, and thus the square of the

determinant of the ui's in case k- n, c.f. GANTMACHER [16]. Observe that

G(ul,u2,...,uk) - 0 iff {ul,u2,...,uk} is dependent.

For a non-interior h E T, k E{1,2,...,n} and all e~ 0 we define

(3.1.2) gk(h;e) :- sup{G(ai ,ai ,...,ai ) I ai E A(h;e), J- 1(1)k}.
1 2 k J

Observe that those a. are considered for which the distance of h to thei.
J

corresponding hyperplane Hi :(ai ,x) - bi is at most e. Since h is a non-
J J J

interior point of T and 0 ~ G(a. ,a. ,...,a. ) ~ 1, we see that gk(h;e) is- 11 12 lk -
well defined. Usefull and rather evident monotony-properties are

(3.1.3) 1 - g1(h;e) ~ g2(h;e) ~ ... ~ gn(h;e);

(3.1.4) gk(h;e1) ~ gk(h;e2) for 0 ~ e1 ~ e2.

For short we shall handle the 0-symbol in the following somewhat

unusual way: cp(e) ~ 0(e2).~(E), e J~ 0, will mean that there do not exist

constants C and eC ~ 0 such that cp(e) ~ C.e2.~y(e) for 0 ~ e ~ eG.

The following theorem may besides by its proof be clarified by

checking up that it has theorem 2.7.2. as a special case for (finite) I-

{1,2,...,m}.

3.1.1. THEOREM. Let h E T be a non-interior point of T. Then suffticient for

h to be an extreme point of T is

(3.1.5) gn(h;e) ~ 0(e2).gn-1(h;e), e ~ 0.



PROOF. Assume that h is not an extreme point of T. Then h is in the relative

interior of some {p~q} C T, i.e. there exist a,s ~ 0 with afR - 1 suc.h that

h- ap f Rq - a(p-q)fq - P t!3(q-p) .

Be e~ 0 an ai E A(h;e), then

(ai~p-q) - á {(ai,h)-(ai~q)} ~ ~ {bitE-bi} - á.e

(ai~q-p) - S {(ai,h)-(ai,p)} ~ S {bife-bi} - S .e

Hence there.is a constant C~ (, independent from e,) such that, if 1:-

II p-qll -~.( p-q ), it holds that

(3.1.6) I(ai,l)I ~ C~.e , ~ a. E A(h;e), ~ e~ 0.
i

Now with one or two primes respectively we will denote the components of

a vector x E 7R that are parallel or orthogonal 1, i.e. x- x' t x" and (l,x) -

(l,x'). Remember that G(u~,u2,...,un) is {det(u~,u2,...,un)}2 for

i- 1(1)n. Take ai ,ai ,...,ai E A(h;E), then is
1 2 n

(3.1.7)

u. E 1Rn,
i

~ G(a. ,a. ,...,a. ) - {det(a! fa~~ ~ a~ ta'.' ,...,a! fa~~ )}2 ~
i~ i2 in 1~ i~ 12 12 ln ln

G {Idet(a! ~a~~ ~...,a'.' )li.ldet(a'.' ,a! ,...,a'.' )If ... f
- i~ i2 in 1~ 12 ln

tldet(aï ,aï ,...,ai )I}2.
1 2 n
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This is true since determinants with two primed vectors or with n double-primed

vectors are zero. We consider the first term to the right.

I det(a! a~~ a'~ ) I - ~G(a' " " ) ~ { ( ~~ n n ) ~~ ~..., .a. ,...,a. } - C e.~G a. ,a. ,...,a. }11 i2 in i1 i2 in - 1' i2 i3 in -

C1.e.~G(ai ,ai '" ' 'ai )} ~ C1'E'gn-1(h;e); besides a Hadamard-inequality
2 3 n

for Gramsar. 's, cf. [16], we used (3.1.6) and (3.1.2). Application of analog

estimations to every term on the right of (3.1.7) yields G(ai ,ai ,...,ai ) ~
1 2 n

n2.C~e2.gn-1(h;e) for arbitrary ai E A(h;e), j- 1(1)n and hence, taking
J

C :- n2.C~,

2gn(h;e) ~ C.e .gn-1(h;e),

in contradiction with (3.1.5). O

REMARK 1. The condition (3.1.5) is generally not necessary. Consider for

n-3 the system of inequalities

~ ~ ~~
r(e sin 2~)x1 f(e cos 2~)x2 t(d1-e`)x3 ~ -e ,~ e~ o;

~ ~ 4 4 ~;~
(3.1.8) (~ sin ~)x1 f (~ cos ~)x2 f ( dl-~e)x3 ~ -e , d e ~ 0;

x3 ? 0 .

Obviously h:- 0 is a solution; it is an extreme point of the set T of

solutions. For, on account of the inequality x3 ~ 0, a segment containing

h as a relative interior point and contained in T must have the form

{d(cos a, sin a, 0)T ~-d0 ~ d ~ d0} for some fixed pair a and dQ ~ 0.

On behalf of the second type inequality in (3.1.8) then d.J'e.sin(Je-a) ~-e

shoul hold for all d E[-d0,d~] and all e~ 0, but no such a and d~ can
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5
exist. Furthermore some calculations yield that gn(h;e) - e2(sin ~e 2 and

gn-1(h;e) -~, so that gn(h;e) ~ 1.e2.gn-1(h;e) for all e E(0,1J.

Thereby it is proved that (3.1.5) is generally not necessary for an extreme

point.

REMARK 2. In theorem 3.1.2. below it is proved that the condition is necces-

sary also under the additional requirement that lim gn-1 ( h;e) ~ 0. And this
e ~0

is always so for n-2 ( , lim g1(h;e) - 1) and in case of finite I it is im-
E J~0

plied by (3.1.5).

THEOREM 3.1.2. Let h E T be a non-interior point of T. Then (3.1.5) is aZso

necessary for h to be an extreme point of T if additionaZZy it hoZds that

(3.1.9) p :- lim gn-1 (h;e) ~ 0.
e y0

PROOF. We assume (3.1.9) to hold and besides that there exist an n0 ~ 0 and

a constant C2(~ 0) such that

(3.1.10) gn(h;n) ~ C2.n2.gn-1(h;n), 0~ n ~ n0-

For each e~ 0 there exists an (independent} set {a1(e)' a2(e)'" ''a(n-1)(e)}'
ai(e) E A(h;e), i- 1(1}n-1, with Gramian ~ 2 gn-1(h;e) ? 2 p, see (3.1.4).

Be 1(e) an unit-vector orthogonal the subspace spanned by a1(e)'a2(e)'

"''a(n-1)(e) and 1 a unit vector of lim L(1(e)). To each r1 ~ 0 there is a
ey0

e- e( rl )~ 0~ a n such that II 1-1( e( n)) u ~ ri . Now for an ai E A( h; e) we have

G(al(e)'a2(e)~...,an-1(e),ai) - G(a1(E),a2(e),..., a(n-1)(E)).(ai,l(E))2 ~

gn(h;e) ~ gn(h;n) ~ C2~n2~gn-1(h;n) ~ C2.~12.1, so that ((ai,l(e))2 ~

2 . C2 n2
P
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Finally we get ~(ai,l)~ ~ I(ai,l(e)I f IIl-1(e)u ~(~ -. C2f1).n

Therefore there is a constant C~ 0 such that

(3.1.11) I(ai,l)~ ~ C.n , d ai ~ A(h;n),d n E(O,nO]

Now take any ai, i E I. If (a ,h) - bi then ai E A(h;rl) for all n~ 0 and
i

hence from (3.1.11) (ai,l) - 0. Otherwise there isanrl ~ 0 such that

(ai,h) - bi t n and thereby ai E A(h;rl) and if this n ~ r~0 then (3.1.11)

yields (a.,htal) -(a.,h) t a(a.,l) ~ b. for all a E[-C-1,C-1]; if however
i i i - i

the mentioned n is ~ n0 then (ai,htal) ? bi for all a E[-n0,n0].
We may thus conclude that T contains the segment C{h - a01, hta01}, where

-10 ~ a0 :- min {C ,n0}; this means that h is not an extreme point of T. O

Thorough inspection of these theorems and their proofs show the

way to a condition, which is indeed sufficient as we11 necessary. We define

forrl ~ OandhET

(3.1.12) ~(h;n) :- inf sup {~ I(ai,l)I ai E A(h;e)}.
11111-1 e~n q

Of interest is the following, easily checked, monotony-property.

(3.1.13) 0 ~ n1 ~~2 ~ w(h;n1) ? W(h;n2);

this implies that lim co(h;n) exists (, possibly improper,) and is ~-~.
n~ro

THEOREM 3.1.3. Let h E T. Then necessary and suffieient for h to be an

extreme point of T is



( 3. 1. 14 ) lim w-(h;rl )-~.
n~ro

PROOF. Assume first (3.1.11~) and that h is still not extreme. As in the

proof of theorem 3.1.1. we get a unit vector 1 and a constant C1 such that

~ ~ C and hence w(h;rl) ~ C(3.1.6) holds. But this means that sup I(ai'b)I' e- 1 -
in contradiction with (3.1.13).

Let now conversely h be extreme and lim w(h;n) ~ t~. According
r,~o

to (3.1.13) there is a C such that w(h;rl) ~ C,~F n~ 0. Then there exist to

each rt ~ 0 an unit vector 1(n) for wich sup é I(ai,l(rt) I ~ 2C, ~l ai E A(h;~l),
E ~ n

and thus

~(ai,l(n)I ~ 2C.e ,~ ai E A(h;E), d E? n.

Be {rln}n E ~ a null-sequence such that 1:- lim 1(rln) exists; then II111 - 1.
n-~

Let e~ 0 be arbitrary , ai E A(h;e) and choose n0 so large that

IIl(rln )-lll ~ e and nn ~ e. It fellows that I( ai,l)I ~ I(ai,l(nn ))I f
0 ~ - - 0

I(ai,l-1(rln )) I ~ 2C.E~E and thus
0 -

(3.1.15) I(ai,l)I ~ C.e, ~ ai E A(h;e), d e~ 0,

where C :- 2C f 1~ 0. The remaining part of the proof resembles much the

last part of the proof of theorem 3.1.2. Take any ai, i E I. If (ai,h) - bi,

then ai E A(h;e) for all e~ 0 and hence from ( 3.1.15) (ai,l) - 0.

Otherwise there is an e~ 0 such that ( ai,h) - bi t e and thereby ai E A(h;E);

(3.1.15) yields ( a.,htal)-(a.,h)ta(a.'1)?b. aE[-C-1 -1
, , ,C ] . It is obvilzos nowi i i - i

that C{h-a01, h fa01} C T, where 0 ~ a0 :- C-1. So h is not an extreme point

of T. With this contra.diction the proof is finished. ~



3.2. GENERALIZATION OF THE FUNCTION cps.

This will be achieved by first generalizing the fuction

w(h;n) of 3.1.

3.2.1. DEFINITION. Let h E T,and Nj be the set of intersections of ~j-

dimensionaZ subspaces of 7R n with the unit sphere {1 E~? nl II111 - 1} of

7R n. Then for aZZ j E{1,2,....,n} and aZZ n~ 0

1
(3.2.1) wj(h;n): - inf sup sup{ÉI(ai,l)Ilai E A(h;e)}.

DEN. lED e~n
J -

a

We make some observations. wj(h;n) is well defined, at least

for p ~ some positive n~. Further is w1(h;n) - w(h;~), see 3.1. For

j - 1(1)n

(3.2.2) 0 ~ n1 ~ n2 ~ wj(h;n1) ? wj(h;n2)

and therefore lim wj(h;n) exists (, possibly improper,) and is ~-~.
r~y0

Besides one can verify that

(3.2.3) 1 ~ j 1 ~ j2 ~ n ~ w. (h;n) ~ w. (h;n);
- ~1 - ~2

while, if h is a non-interior point of T and hence A(h;e) ~~,

~T e~ 0, it holds that wn(h;n) - n so that

lim wn(h;n) - t~.
nb0
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Finally we must conclude that wn}1(h;n) - t~, taking the infimum of the

empty set to be t~. We are now ready to give the definition that generalizes

definition 2.2.1.

3.2.2. DEFINITION. For the sz~stem S of (3.1) we define cpS:T ~{0,1,....,n}

bz~

(3.2.4) cpS(Y): - nf1 - min {J~lim wj(h~~l) - f~}. 0
n~o

For finite index set I-{1,2,....,m} one gets precisely the

same value of ~S(y) as by definition 2.2.1. Before going to further

properties of the function cpS, we first want to point out part of its

geometric significance in two lemma's. Before that we still mention that

~ f ~ ~ j - 0,1,....,k,
(3.2.5) cpS(y) - n-k p lim wj(h;n) -

r~y0 - t ~ , j - kf1,kt2,....,n.

This demonstrates that, according theorem 3.1.3, h E T is an extreme

point of T iff cpS(h) - n and this now is exactly the same formulation

as that of theorem 2.1.2, cf. again definition 2.2.1.

3.2.1. LEMMA. The foZloaring trao statements are equi.vaZent. For

k E{1,2,....,n} and y E T is

i) ~PS(Y) - n-k~

ii) T contains a k-dimensionaZ baZl around y railh radius a~ 0,



but no such (kt1)-dimensionaZ baZZ.

PROOF. First we show that i) implies the first statement of ii). If

cps(y) - n-k then lim wk(y;n) - C-1 ~ f~, for some C. For each r~ ~ 0
ny0

then there exists an D(n) C Nk such that

sup sup {éI(ai,l) ~ ~ ai E A(y;E )} ~ C
lED(n) e~n

and therewith especially

(3.2.6) ~(ai,l)~ ~ C.n ,~T 1 E D(n)~ ai E A(y~n).

The set of elements of Nj, j- 1(1)n, becomes a compact set when the

compact subsets of ]R n are topologi;zed by the Ha~a,sdorff-metric dH,

c.f. KELLEY, [23 ]. This means in particular that there exists a null-

sequence {nm} such that {D(nm)} converges, where of course

D: - lim D(nm) E Nk.m- ~

Now take any ai ; if (ai,y) - bi then (ai,l) - 0 for each 1 E D as

follows quickly from (3.2.6). Otherwise there is an n~ 0 such that

(ai,y) - bi f n and thus ai E A(y;n). Choose an m0 so large that

SH(D(nm ) , D) ~ n ~
0

then to each 1 E D there exists an 1' E D(nm ) with nl-1'Il ~ n , so that
0



I(ai,l)I ~ I(ai,l~)I t I(ai,l-l~)I ~ c.n t n- c.n.

for all 1 E D, where C:- Cf1. Now a: - C-~ ~ 0 and y t a 1 E T for all

a E(-a,a) and all 1 E D since in any case for ai it holds that

(ai;y f a 1) -(ai,Y) } a(ai.,l) ~ bi t n- n- bi.

And thus we have demonstrated that T contains the k-dimensional ball

{y f a 1 I 1 E D, a E(-a,a)} around y with radius a~ 0.

Now it remains salely to be shown that if T contains a(kf1)-

dimensional ball around y with some positive radius á then

cps(y) ~ n- k- 1; compare(3.2.5). Therefore we assume that for some

D E N-
J

(3.2.7) Yfa lET,bTaE ( -á,a),~ lED.

If ai E A(y;e) then for all a E(-a,a) it holds that bi ~(ai,y t a 1} -

- (ai,y) t a (ai,l) and thus

á(a. ,l) -(a. ,y) -(a.. ,y - a 1) ~ b. t E - b. - e
i i i - i i

a(ai~l) - ( ai~Y } a 1) - (ai,Y) ~ bi - (bi } e) - -e,

, thus

1
I(ai,l)I ~-.e , d ai E A(Y;e), ~d 1 E D.

a
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From this and (3.2.1) -(3.2.5) it follows rather easily that

1lim w.(y;n) ~ - ~ ~,
ny0 ~ - a

and (,observe again that dim(D) - k f 1,) hence cps(y) ~ n-(kt1) -

n - k - 1. ~

The following lemma is kind of acounterpart of the simple lemma 2.1.1.

3.2.2. LF,MMA. Assume y E T to ltie in reZint C{p,q} C T and be

m: - A{p,q}. Is ~S(y) - n-k then for aZZ x E m n T

cqs(x) ~ n-k.

PROOF. According to lemma 3.2.1 there is a D E Nk and an á~ 0 with

y f a 1 E T, ~ a E(-a,á), ~T 1 E D. Assume there is an x E m n T with

p: - n-cps(x) ~ k, so that there is a D' E Np and an a' ~ 0 such that

x f a 1 E T, ~1 a E (-a' ,a' ), ~1 1 E D' . Now there is an l~ E D'` D,

since dim(D) ~ dim(D'). Put l: - ny-xll-1.(y-x), then 1 E D since a

segment of m around y hasto belong to y t D and so does x E m. We want

to show that T contains a segrnent parallel l~ and with y in its relative

interior. Now x f a l~ E T, ~ a E( -a',a') and y f a 1 E T. We are looking

for all S such that there exists a a E[0,1] such that

yt 51~- a(xtal~`) f (1-a)(ytál).

Since l~ and y- x- Ily-xll.l are independant it has to be that



{-aNy-xll t(1-a) a} - 0 and S- a a, thus

a - á.{a t Ny-xll}-1 (,E ( ~~1)),

S- a a. {a t Ny-xll }-1 ,

Because x t a l~ E T, ~ a E( -a',a'),we see that with S ': - a'{a. atlly-xll}-1

y f S l~ E T, ~ R E (-R'~t3~)-

But the unit-vector l~ does not belong to D. Now if ~y is the minimum

value of the angle that 1~ makes with the vectors from D, then

0 ~~ ~ 2 and by elementary calculation one shows that T contains

the (kfl)-dimensional ball around y with radius
i

a S' sin~.{a2 t R'2t2 a s' cos ~}-2 parallel the span of D t l~. But this

is in contradiction with ~S(y) - n-k on account of lemma 3.2.1., so

that c~S(x) ~ n-k. ~

3.3. EXTRENIE DIRECTIONS.

Let r, Ilrll - 1, be an asymptotic direction of the set T of solu-

tions of S of (3.1) and e~ 0, then

(3.3.1) AC(r;e): -{ai I i E I n(ai,r) ~ E}.



Remember that if T~~ then r~ 0 is an asymptotic direction of T iff

(ai,r) ? 0, tl i E I(,cf. lemma 2.1.3). Further more we define quite

analogously with 3.1, for an asymptotic direction r of T, nrtl - 1, and

~ ~ o

(3.3.2) w~(r;n): - inf sup sup {ÉI(ai,l)Ilai E AO(r;e)}.
DEN~ lED e~n

3.3.1. THEOREM. If T~~ and r is an asz~mptotic direction of T then r is

an extreme dtirecttion of T iff

(3.3.3) lim c~~(r;n) - f ~.
nyo

PROOF. The first part of the proof follows the lines of proóf of theorem

3.1.3. and to a less extent of theorem 2.1.~. Assume r to be not extreme;

then there exist asymptotic directions s, t of T,{s,t} being independent

and a,SE (0,1), a t S- 1 such that .

r- a s f St- t f a (s-t) - s f S(t-s).

For ai E AO (r,e) it follows

(ai,s-t) - á{(ai,r) -(ai,t)} ~ á E- 0} - a-1.e,

(ai,t-s) - s {(ai,r) - (ai,s)} ~ s {e - 0 - S-1.e.

If 11: - Ils-tll-1. ( s-t) then there is obviously a constant C1 such that



I(ai,l1)~ ~ C1.e , ~ ai E AC(r;e).

Let D be the intersection

the unit sphere

of the 2-dimensional span of r and s-t with

{ 1 E 7R n ~

1- p r f a 11 , where p2 t
i

thus lol ~ {1 - (r,11)}-2

ai E AD(r;E) we have

II111 - 1}. Then 1 E D can be written as

62 t 2 p Q(r, 11) - 1 so that 1-02{1-(r,11)2}

p and also ~pl ~ p. Hence for each

I(ai,l)I ~ Ipl.l(ai,e)~ f IQI.I(ai,11)I ~ P(11 ~- 1).e.

0According to (3.3.2) w2(r;n) ~ p. (C1f1), ~ r~ ~ 0. Therefore (3.3.3)

implies that r is extreme.

C ~ t~ we arIf conversely lim w2(r;n) gue as in the first part
nyo

of lemma 3.2.1 and conclude that for some a~ 0 and all unit vectors

1 E a certain two dimensional subspace of 7R n containing r it holds that

r f a 1 E gh , fl a E(-a,a).

From this it follows easily that the asymptotic direction r is not

an extreme direction of T. O

REMARK 1. The assumption, trade in defining AD(r;e), that Ilrll - 1 is

not essential, as can be seen in the proof; any other norm value of r

can be handled with but a bit more calculations.

REMARK 2. Theorem 3.3.1. has theorem 2.1.4 for a special case.
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RF.MARK 3. A sufficient condition for the asymptotic direction r of T

to be an extreme direction can also be formulated in terms of Gramians.

similar as in theorem 3.1.1. Let r an asymptotic direction of T and a

non-interior point of Th, then for all k E{1,2,....,n} and all e~ 0 be

gk(r;e): - sup{G(ai ,ai ,...,ai )~ai E A~(r;e)~ j- 1(1)k}.
1 2 k ~

Then r is an ex treme direction of T if

gn(r'E) ' ~(E4)~gn-2(r;e).

For a.n asymptotic direction r of T, i.e. r E Th, we have to define

cps :T -~ {0,1,...,n} by
h

(3.3.4) cpS (r): - nt1 - min{jllim w~(r;n) - f~}.
h n~0 ~

For this function of course (3.2.5) and the lemma's 3.2.1 and 3.2.2

hold. Now theorem 3.3.1 says that if r is an asymptotic direction of T,

then r is an extreme direction of T iff

(3.3.5) WS ( r) - n-1;
h

this is, of course, in fact the same formulation we encountered already

for the finite case in theorem 2.1.4, compare the paragraph follciwing

definition 2.2.1.



3.4. REPRESENTATION OF T.

The foregoing results can be used to obtain the well known

representation, similar (2.2.7), for the general closed convex set T of

]R n. First we come to the "infinite" counterpart of lemma 2.2.2.

3.4.1. LENIMA. Let the rank of S be equaZ to n, y E T, cpS(y) - d,

y E relint C{p,q} c T for some p,q and m: - A{p,q}. Then exactly one of

the foZZoraing statements hoZds

i) m ~~ T is a segment C{u,v}, z~here cpS(u) ~ d n ~S(v) ~ d;

ii) m n T is a haZf-Zine: u t a r, a~ 0(,r ~ 0,) r~here ~pS(u) ~ d

and r is an asz~mptotic direction of T.

PROOF. Rank (S) - n implies that T contains no line and therefore

T n m is a segment or a half-line; u f a r; in the latter case is, by

definition, r an asymptotic direction. In fact it requires only proof

that in both cases cpS(u) ~ d. Read k: - n-d. Now lemma 3.2.2 means that

cpS(u) ? d and then lemma 3.2.1 ii) that cpS(u) - c'. - n-k implies that T

contains a k-dimensional ball E around u with positive r adius, but no such

(kt1)-dimensional ball and neither such a ball around y. This is the

argument to say that m is parallel A(E); however this means that u is

in the relativ e interior of T n m what contradicts the fact that u

is a endpoint of T n m. ~

3.1~.2. THEOREM. Let the rank of S be equaZ to n. The asymptotic directioras

are preciseZz~ the positive combinations ~ 0 of the set of extreme

directions of T.
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PROOF. We will show that an asymptotic direction r of T is a positive
0

combination of the extreme directions of T. If lim w2(r;r1) ~ t~, i.e.
n~o

cpS (zr)- n-1, then the proof is finished. So we assume k:-cps (r) ~ n-1.
h .h

It suffices to show that r is a positive combination of a pa~.r u,

v E Th` {0} where ~S (u)~ k, cpS (v) ~ k. Since k ~ n-2 Ttl contains a
h h

set r t à D, where D E N2,r E D, for some positive à. Put

W; -{wlw is an asymptotic direction of Th n A(D)};

W U{0} is a convex cone, which cannot contain a line through 0, since

T. and therefore Th contains no line. The separation theorem 1.4.2 applied

for 7R 2- A(D) yields a line m through 0 in A(D) which does not meet W.

The line r t m has therefore a bounded segment C{u,v} with Th in common,

since m contains no asymptotic direction of Th. It is also true that

u~ 0~ v. Because r E relint C{u,v} and m n T- C{u,v} lemma 3.~.1

permits the conclusion that ~(u) ~ k, cp (v)~k, while r-~ u t u vSh Sh
for some positive a, u. ~

In a way quite similar to that of the theorems 2.2.4 and 2.2.5

of 2.3 we can get the representation of T. Let us first assume that T

contains no line, i.e. v: dim {aili E I}1 - 0. The proóf of theorem

2.2.~~ applies litterally, since it is based on the properties of the

function cpS which have turned out to be the same here as in chapter 2.

Then in case v- dim{aili E I}1 ~ 1 we consider the extension of S



( )S e - ' , - 1 ) ~'

(-a~,x) ~ 0

where {al,a2,...,aV} is an orthonormal base of {aili E I}l; T(e) is its

set of solutions and T~~ p T(e) ~~. If v- 0 then T- T(e).

3.b.2. THEOREM. Let S be consistent (, i.e. T~~). Then

(3.~.1) T- N f C t P,

u~here N: -{ai~i E j}1 , C: - C{hlh is extreme point of T(e)},

P: - P{r~r is extreme direction of T(e)}. ~

In the finite case C is a polytope and P a pointed piramide.

Here C needs not even be bounded but it shares with a polytope the property

of having no extreme directions, while P is now a pointed convex cone.

If follows that a eZosed convex set C C 7R n r~ithout extreme directtions

and containing no Zine is the convex huZZ of its extreme points.

This paper is not at all a plea to handle convexity problems

by exclusive mean~ of linear inequalities, supporting hyperplanes or the

function ~pS. Only some geometrical aspects of polyhedrons are present

with general closed convex sets, especially "on the face of it". So

there is motive to go "deeper into" convex surfaces.

(ai,x) ? bi , i E I,

(aJ,x) ~ 0
- J - 1 (
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